
Mounting instructions alpha Racing quick shifter

1. Pay attention that the fitment should be done by a specialist!
2. Remove tank cover and airbox

3. Unplug the ignition coils

4. Put the small distance plates between the ignition coils and
(picture 2). Fix it all by using the

5. Plug the 6 pin connector of the harness wit
with a cable strap

6. Mount the 14mm Clip to the bracket by using the screw M5x8mm
7. Fit the controller bracket by using the 2 screws M6x35. T

Nm
8. Place the quick shifter control unit by

shown on picture 3

Mounting instructions alpha Racing quick shifter

Pay attention that the fitment should be done by a specialist!
Remove tank cover and airbox (pic 1)

pic 1

ignition coils and connect the quick shifter harness as shown on picture 2

pic 2

Put the small distance plates between the ignition coils and the plugs of the harness
it all by using the added cable straps.

Plug the 6 pin connector of the harness with the quick shifter control unit and fix it

Mount the 14mm Clip to the bracket by using the screw M5x8mm
cket by using the 2 screws M6x35. Tighten the screws with max 5

Place the quick shifter control unit by using the dual lock tape on the bracket as

and connect the quick shifter harness as shown on picture 2

the plugs of the harness

shifter control unit and fix it

ighten the screws with max 5

he bracket as



9. Mount the quick shifter
use the added shift rod and ball joint) and the gear lever. Adjust the length that the
levers and the rod built a 90° angle to each other! Fix the se
cable strap. (picture 4)

10. Put the wiring in a way around the clutch cable that there won’t be any risk of damage
by rubbing.

pic 3

quick shifter sensor to the gear box lever (for alpha Racing footrest system
use the added shift rod and ball joint) and the gear lever. Adjust the length that the

the rod built a 90° angle to each other! Fix the sensor cable by using a
4)

pic 4

Put the wiring in a way around the clutch cable that there won’t be any risk of damage

sensor to the gear box lever (for alpha Racing footrest system
use the added shift rod and ball joint) and the gear lever. Adjust the length that the

nsor cable by using a

Put the wiring in a way around the clutch cable that there won’t be any risk of damage



11. Connect the green plug from sensor and

12. Take care that the mark on the threaded bolt of quick shifter sensor points to the
cable. (picture 6)

13. Adjustment (see the scheme
- To change the adjustments of a channel

on the position of the channel you would like to vary (LED left switches off)
Push up or down to adjust the selected value and press “store “ to save it.
Press “reset” to confirm. For a short moment all LED’s ar

- To adjust the ignition break, there is almost just necessary to vary the “maintime”.
Channel 2, 3, and 4 follow the “
for cylinder 1 is 60ms,
= 1ms. The break time (
60ms, to minimal break time 45
other cylinders will assimilate

- If you press “down” 10 sec long
- At the end of adjustments it will be requested to push “reset” and turn selection switch

in 0 position

Connect the green plug from sensor and controller and click it into the 14mm clip.

pic 5

Take care that the mark on the threaded bolt of quick shifter sensor points to the

pic 6

Adjustment (see the scheme on last page) :
To change the adjustments of a channel you have to place the selection switch (0
on the position of the channel you would like to vary (LED left switches off)
Push up or down to adjust the selected value and press “store “ to save it.
Press “reset” to confirm. For a short moment all LED’s are off.
To adjust the ignition break, there is almost just necessary to vary the “maintime”.
Channel 2, 3, and 4 follow the “main time” automatically. The standard break time is

1 is 60ms, cylinder 2 70ms, cylinder 3 75ms and cylinder
The break time (main time) can be adjusted from standard for cylinder 1

break time 45ms and maximal break time 100ms.
will assimilate accordingly themselves.

If you press “down” 10 sec long the current value adjust itself on 0.
At the end of adjustments it will be requested to push “reset” and turn selection switch

controller and click it into the 14mm clip.

Take care that the mark on the threaded bolt of quick shifter sensor points to the

you have to place the selection switch (0-9)
on the position of the channel you would like to vary (LED left switches off)
Push up or down to adjust the selected value and press “store “ to save it.

To adjust the ignition break, there is almost just necessary to vary the “maintime”.
The standard break time is

cylinder 4 80ms. 1 click
standard for cylinder 1

ms and maximal break time 100ms. The values of the

At the end of adjustments it will be requested to push “reset” and turn selection switch



Attention!
-wrong adjusted quick shift modules could effect gear box damage
- subsequent damages exclude liability!
wrong adjusted quick shift modules could effect gear box damage

damages exclude liability!


